DO YOU KNOW WHAT ASSETS YOU HAVE?
...are you sure?

Here's how ITAM can help.

1. Survive a Software Audit
66% of organizations can expect at least one software audit request in the next 12 months.¹

$263,000 is the average true-up cost for companies with over $50 million in revenue.²

2. Avoid Financial Risk
76% of businesses overpay for software licenses.³

3. Safeguard Information
89% of ex-employees walk away with their passwords and retained access.⁴

4. Increase Productivity
53% of all data loss and systems downtime are caused by hardware failure.⁵

60% of software asset managers still spend most of their workday analyzing data.⁶

Use ITAM to optimize hardware and software assets through their entire lifecycle, reclaim unused licenses, support security efforts, manage vendors and contracts, and cut costs up to 50%.⁷

Visit www.ivanti.com and learn more about Ivanti IT Asset Management.

¹ Emerson, Mike. "Nine Steps To Survive Your Next Software Audit" (artner IT Sourcing, Procurement, Vendor & Asset Management Summit 2018).
² http://www.ericscottdennis.com/2014/02/free-software-budget/ (article contains cost of software audit for companies with over $50 million in revenue).
³ http://www.basquaintc.com/2015/01/06/overpaying-for-software-subscription-costs/
⁴ http://www.mca.com/software-outsource/employee-access/
⁵ http://www.basquaintc.com/2015/01/06/overpaying-for-software-subscription-costs/ (article contains cost of software audit for companies with over $50 million in revenue).
⁶ http://www.ivanti.com/resources/article/how-to-optimize-it-asset-management/
⁷ http://www.ivanti.com/resources/article/how-to-optimize-it-asset-management/